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Capturing Movement Decomposition to Support Learning and Teaching in Contemporary Dance

JEAN-PHILIPPE RIVIÈRE, SARAH FDILI ALAOUI, BAPTISTE CARAMIAUX, and WENDY E. MACKAY, University Paris-Sud, CNRS, Inria, France

Our goal is to understand how dancers learn complex dance phrases. We ran three workshops where dancers learned dance fragments from videos. In workshop 1, we analyzed how dancers structure their learning strategies by decomposing movements. In workshop 2, we introduced MoveOn, a technology probe that lets dancers decompose video into short, repeatable clips to support their learning. This served as an effective analysis tool for identifying the changes in focus and understanding their decomposition and recomposition processes. In workshop 3, we compared the teacher’s and dancers’ decomposition strategies, and how dancers learn on their own compared to teacher-created decompositions. We found that they all ungroup and regroup dance fragments, but with different foci of attention, which suggests that teacher-imposed decomposition is more effective for introductory dance students, whereas personal decomposition is more suitable for expert dancers. We discuss the implications for designing technology to support analysis, learning and teaching of dance through movement decomposition.

CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in HCI; Empirical studies in collaborative and social computing.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Learning Dance; Technology Probe; Qualitative Methods; Movement Decomposition

1 INTRODUCTION

Contemporary dance is a corporal practice that undoubtedly requires motor skills of the highest level. To reach expert level, dancers are trained to efficiently acquire complex movements and phrases. In a dance class, teachers or choreographers guide students through movement phrases until proficiency is achieved. In this context, teachers and choreographers use strategies to facilitate movement transmission to the dancers which include demonstrations, movement decomposition and repetition. Outside of a dance class, dancers are often led to learn dance phrases through video recordings. For example, the state diploma of dance teacher training in France requires students to learn dance phrases from video recordings that they have to perform on the examination day. In this context, dancers learn to transpose movements from a video to physical movements. In both cases, movement transmission (either from video to dancers or from teacher to dancers) is mostly based on heuristics and habits from personal practice, the dance community and dance pedagogy. Digital technology has barely been explored as a means to better understand dance learning practice and to facilitate dance movement learning in the long run.

Supporting movement learning fundamentally involves better understanding the role of practice. Indeed, while complex movement skill acquisition remains not fully understood, there is agreement that practice has a central role [19]. By repeating and varying a movement to be learned, a dancer acquires it, meaning that he or she will able to perform it faster and more accurately [15]. Since practice is so central to the acquisition of any motor skill, the factors of good practice have been widely investigated in the literature. For example, the way task variations are scheduled within practice sessions can have a significant impact on motor learning [8, 32, 37]. However, very little

1Examen d’Aptitude Technique (EAT) http://www.culture.gouv.fr/Thematiques/Danse/Enseignement-formation-et-metiers
is known about how practice is implemented by dancers in a classroom while interpreting the teacher’s instructions or when learning on their own from videos.

The challenge stems from the tacit aspects of the process: learning new motor skills is partially tacit and not conscious to the learner [29]. For example, the strategies used by a dancer when learning a new movement are, to some extent, driven by the dancer’s embodied knowledge, the type of knowledge that the body constructs and produces implicitly [41]. Movement acquisition critically relies on this embodied knowledge as well as the dancer’s prior skills. Additionally, through dance training, dancers have acquired practice techniques that help them to practice movement in diverse ways. An example of such a technique is marking, which is a way to practice a reduced form of the movement by emphasizing its key elements [30]. Also, dancers critically use decomposition techniques which consists in dividing a dance phrase into movement segments, for analyze and learn each segment [14]. Another challenge stems from learning in a classroom, which involves social interactions with other dancers and teacher. This contextual factor builds upon individual embodied knowledge to create complex learning strategies. In our previous works [36], we examined how dancers elicit these techniques and express their experiences. However, this work did not highlight operational mechanisms that could influence the design of technologies for supporting movement learning and movement transmission from teacher to dancers.

This paper examines how dancers approach the process of learning new movements and the potential of technology to uncover some of the tacit processes they follow. The first study explores how dancers report their learning process. This led to the analysis of how they structure their learning strategies by decomposing movements. To further explore this phenomenon, we created MoveOn, a technological tool to probe how dancers decompose video into short, repeatable clips, and saves a trace of the movement decomposition over time. We use MoveOn as part as a structured observation [23] during a second study where dancers learn a dance phrase from a video. In a third structured observation, we explored the use of the technology probe in movement transmission from a teacher to dancers. We compared two conditions: learning movement by following a movement decomposition created by a teacher versus learning the video phrase on their own. Finally, we discuss the benefits and limitations of our methodology, and we examine the social and collaborative issues observed during the workshops.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Movement-based interactive systems for dance skill learning

A common approach for supporting motor skill acquisition is to use a vision-based system to capture the users’ movements and to augment the visual interface by displaying cues that help learning. For example, Anderson et al. [1] proposed YouMove, a Kinect-based system that provides guidance and feedback in order to help the user learn full body movements. A video on a screen displays the movement to perform and the user imitates it as closely as possible. The system offers guidance and feedback to instruct the user on which movement to perform and corrects them afterward. Compared to traditional video demonstrations, adding interactivity improves learning and short-term memory retention.

Bevilacqua et al. [5] propose a similar system called If/Then, which tracks and follows the user’s gesture in real time to control videos of the choreographer Richard Siegal performing the “real” movement. These videos guide users as they learn the choreographer’s vocabulary showing the correct way to perform the movements and encouraging them to explore the qualities of each dance movement, rather than simply imitating it. Further work by the same authors includes a pedagogical installation for learning movement qualities stemming from the vocabulary of choreographer Emio
Greco. They showed that movement qualities can enhance the user experience [21] and be used as an efficient pedagogical cue [20].

Tsampounaris et al. [43] proposed a more immersive approach that places the user within a virtual reality environment that provides real-time feedback for the movement. To provoke self-reflection, they used avatars and visualizations in a gaming context that push the user to mimic kinetic material.

Although these systems are valuable for dance pedagogy, these systems do not reveal the operational details of how dancers learn movement. Instead, they focus on learning short movements, and do not require dancers to analyze and decompose whole phrases. Thus, it is unclear to what extent these systems can be used to learn more complex dance movements. Our goal is to better understand and support real-world situations where dancers acquire long dance phrases, with or without external cues.

2.2 Dance movement annotation tools

Annotation tools have the potential to enhance dance learning through personal augmentation of videos. Singh et al. [38] designed The Choreographer’s notebook, a web-based application that allows choreographers and dancers to annotate videos, so they can collaborate and analyze rehearsal videos as a central artifact for discussion. They show how this increases efficiency of rehearsal time, helps learning, and enables online communication among dancers and the choreographer.

DanceNote, created by the company La fabrique de la danse, is a web tool that encourages choreographers and dancers to share, annotate, and learn from video content2. Dos Santos et al. [17] created a video annotation tool that lets dance teachers write comments or use predefined labels to assess a dance performance. Cabral et al. [7] designed an annotation tool that allows choreographers to add information on video and to share it with dancers. A later extension to a 3D environment allows choreographers to view and annotate video clips from multiple angles [35]. Video Trace is a video annotation tool that lets teachers to annotate video clips while teaching dance composition and encourage students to reflect up on their work [11]. Ramadoss and Rajkumar [34] offer a semi-automated system for annotating and retrieving dance videos. Annotations are also an efficient way to classify, navigate and search in large multimedia dance databases [18, 22]. Ciolfi Felice et al. [13] designed Knotation, a tablet-based tool that lets choreographers create interactive sketches of their personal choreographic ideas with incorporated videos.

Although these annotation systems are useful for helping dance practitioners browse, retrieve, add personal information and share videos with other practitioners, none were designed to specifically tackle the problem of learning, nor to elicit how dancers learn movements.

2.3 Designing in the context of the dance studio

Dance movement learning is a social and collaborative human activity that benefits from investigation in real-world contexts [39], requiring methodological tools that inform various aspects around and beyond the technology [2].

In the larger CSCW community interested in learning, most of the methodologies involve the study of the users in the field with a commitment to understanding real-life learning tasks and their collaborative components [40]. Goodyear et al. [25] examined how to support sharing of professional knowledge within a geographically distributed community, arguing that this type of knowledge is partly tacit. They captured and shared such tacit knowledge by augmenting videoclip of users’ practice with audio commentaries. In the dance studio, the socio-technical aspects of the Choreographer’s Notebook was studied in three dance productions, in a field-based approach [9].

2http://www.lafabriquedeladanse.fr/dancenote/
They found an asymmetric use of the tool, where the choreographer provided the majority of the comments and the dancers posted questions. Although not specifically designed to elicit how dancers learn movements, they were able to investigate the pedagogical value of their design.

Molina et al. [33] created the Delay mirror which renders a video stream of the dancers in a classroom with a several second delay. This system allowed the dancers to analyze their own movements and the movements of their peers. A focus group investigated how the technology would be accepted in the context of a dance class, and how it allowed the dancers to comment collectively on their actions. However, this approach only provides an ephemeral trace of movements produced by one or several dancers, and does not investigate their learning strategies in this context.

Ciolfi Felice [12] used technology probes to design creativity-support tools for choreographers. Although not directly linked to learning, this approach allowed her to document phenomena beyond the design of the system itself and the creative process. The author identified three types of collaboration that emerged during the choreographic process: human-to-human collaboration, where dancers and choreographers are negotiating; collaboration between people and technology, where the technology promotes ideation and reflection; and collaboration among people through technology where the collaboration is synchronous or asynchronous. She suggests that Knotation can help the self-assessment of the students, and support the feedback given by the teacher.

In this paper, we adopt a grounded approach where dancers, in a dance studio, learn a dance phrase. We use a technology probe [28] to trace their learning and to provoke reflection and collaborative thinking about it.

3 WORKSHOP 1: DOCUMENTING LEARNING TO EXTRACT DESIGN GUIDELINES

Before designing new tools to explore dance learning, we need to better understand the practice schedule of dancers without interactive technology. We conducted a workshop with expert contemporary dancers where they captured their learning schedule on paper in order to:

1. uncover dancers’ learning strategies and observe how they report on it;
2. identify the dancers’ needs, the actions they performed, and the problems they encountered while learning dance from video.

The workshop asks dancers learn a solo dance sequence from a video recording while simultaneously document the way they practice the movements. We structured the documentation process according to the result of [36], where expert contemporary dancers engaged in the following learning techniques:

- **Observation** of the movement in its entirety or in details;
- **Segmentation** of the reference movement into smaller sequences;
- **Mental simulation** of the movement;
- **Imitation** of the movement in its entirety;
- **Marking** of the movement in a less than complete manner to work on a segment;
- **Personal adaptation** of the movement in order to make it easier to execute or more personal;

and
- **Repetition** of one of the aforementioned learning strategies.

3.1 Workshop structure

3.1.1 Participants. We recruited 4 experienced contemporary dancers (all women, 2 professionals) with 6 to 26 years of experience, all with prior experience learning dance phrases from videos. Participants were invited to lunch or dinner as compensation for their participation.
3.1.2 Setup and apparatus. The workshop was conducted in a dance studio in Paris, and lasted approximately two hours. Dancers viewed video on a tablet \(^3\) from a traditional video media player \(^4\). All participants agreed to participate in the study and signed a consent form validated by an ethics committee.

3.1.3 Procedure. The workshop comprises three parts. First, we present the research context and brief the participants on the upcoming tasks (20 minutes). We also performed a warm-up exercise where each participant created a movement associated with their name. All the movements created were repeated to form an exquisite corpse to introduce the participant of the workshop.

Second, participants were given one hour to learn a dance clip. The dance clip is an extract of one minute and forty-seven seconds solo from a dance piece call SKIN \(^5\), shot with a hand-held camera, performed by a professional contemporary dancer in a dance studio. The first 30 seconds of the video involve easy slow movements, and the second part involve more difficult fast movements with rotations and change of direction. We chose this video for its progressive difficulty, but also because it is a typical example of videos that dancers are expected to learn for dance auditions.

In parallel, we asked dancers to document the actions they did on the video player and the problems faced during learning by using the following supplies (see Figure 1):

- **Card with the Learning technique names**: observation, segmentation, mental simulation, imitation, marking, personal adaptation, repetition. Plus additional space for comments.
- **Blank cards**: let dancers propose new techniques.
- **Pink Post-it notes**: identify a problem encountered during the learning or the use of the video.
- **Yellow Post-it notes**: indicate the actions performed on the video.
- **A0-size paper**: allows dancers to place and, compose cards and Post-it notes.

In the following, we refer to the final paper artifacts created by participants as compositions. Importantly, the only requirement for participants was to document and report how they learned the phrase. We did not impose composition rules and let participants develop their own compositions and freely place the cards and post-its. In the last 30 minutes, we asked each participant to perform what they learned from the clip. We then asked them to explain their composition and engaged a group discussion about their learning process.

3.1.4 Data collection and analysis. We recorded video and audio of the session and took photographs. We also retrieved each participants’ composition. The first author transcribed and analyzed the videos. Two authors iteratively analyzed the participants’ compositions, videos and recordings using thematic analysis [26]. We defined concepts by using the participants’ words (open coding) and grouped them into categories (axial coding). The analysis was verified and refined by a third author in order to converge into categories that best captured the data. Each of the authors involved in the analysis read the transcripts beforehand and was present during the study. The following data refer to the dancers as participant 1 to 4, denoted by P1 to P4.

3.2 Results

All four participants used the different learning techniques, added comments on the cards, and wrote (P1, P4) or drew (P3) on the A0 sheet. Participants learned between 0’42 (P3) and 1’02 (P2) of the proposed phrase.

3.2.1 Learning techniques in action. Three participants found learning technique cards sufficiently generic to successfully classify their actions. Yet, P3 and P4 used blank cards to create two new

---

\(^3\)iPad apple iOS 6 version 10.3.3, screen 9.7 2048 x 1536, 14G

\(^4\)QuickTime

\(^5\)http://saralaoui.com/2016/02/skin/
Fig. 1. Composition example: P1 annotated the learning techniques cards, added yellow Post-it notes to document the actions on the video and pink post-it notes to report the problems faced.

learning techniques. P3 created a draw card to capture the action of drawing the trajectory of a movement. P4 created a voice card for the action of verbalizing aloud. P1 said that the learning cards influenced her choices and that she would not have given these particular names to the techniques. We found that the learning techniques were used in a coupled manner rather than isolated. P3 used two repetition cards in her composition (see Figure 3.a), linked to the other cards by lines (see Figure 3.b): "There are inseparable things [...]. There are some techniques I would not have taken out. It is completely in repetition, everything works at the same time" (P3).

3.2.2 Movement decomposition. P2, P3 and P4’s compositions identified movement segments with segmentation cards. P3 segmented the phrase into three parts: 0’ - 0’32’’: easy, 0’32’’ - 0’36’’: transition,
and 0’36” - 0’40”: complex movements. P4 and P2 segmented their learning into 2 parts. P2 indicated decomposing the movement when it became too complex while P4 indicated that she decomposed according to the diagonals, that refer to spatial markers of the movement.

P1 did not use segmentation’s card in her composition. Her decomposition, however, include clusters of learning techniques, each starting with observation. For example: observation-repetition-personal adaptation then observation-mental simulation-marking-personal adaptation. These clusters identify the learning of the different parts of the phrase.

All dancers decompose the movement but for diverse reasons. On the one hand, P3 described her learning habits based on her previous experiences: “That’s why at first I’ll do it in more or less the same order. Based on my experience”. P4 and P3 described their compositions as a summaries of their usual practice: “It’s a little summary of my habits. When I work on choreography, I create things or learn things” (P3). Dancers also capture specific difficulties or elements of movement in their decomposition, such as the quality and the trajectory in space (P3, P2), the motor of the movement (P1, P2) or the energy (P4).

3.2.3 Video interaction. We observed that their interactions with the video (yellow Post-it notes) are linked to the different learning techniques. Observation cards always follow or precede a yellow Post-it notes that indicates scrolling, playing or pausing the video. P3 also used a segmentation card to isolate a part that she named rotation+arms. She scrolled back this movement 20 times, to ensure she learned it. The action of scrolling back multiple times is then related to repeating a segmented part of the phrase.

All participants manipulated the progress bar in order to slow down movements: “I slowed down a lot, to come back, to see the trajectory, the arm, the supports” (P3). Although dragging the scroll-bar’s thumb with the finger does slow the video, P1 and P2 found it jerky and ineffective: “While scrolling,
you don’t see energy, you don’t see speed, time. And so I missed several period” (P2). Slowing down the movement seems linked to the decomposition of the movement and to the difficulty of the task.

Finally, the dancers were all frustrated by the limitations of the media player which forced them to interrupt their practice to play, pause or scroll the video: “I wasn’t listening to my body going into space because I was watching the video and not experimenting” (P1). To avoid the back and forth between video control and dancing, all of the participant at one point, took the tablet in their hands and practiced the dance while handling it: "Having a pause button and dancing at the same time is not easy. Sometimes I danced with the tablet in my hand.” (P1).

4 CAPTURING MOVEMENT DECOMPOSITION WITH MOVEON

In the first study, dancers used learning techniques cards, post-its and notes to report on their learning process. The created artifact made them reflect on their learning process. This reflection highlighted the structuring function of decomposition in the learning process.

However, technology-free documentation and group discussion could not bring more details on how dancers decompose movements. This led us to the design of a tool able to advance further in the analysis. We designed MoveOn, a technology probe [28] with the goal of capturing movement decomposition with two main features in mind: the ability to decompose a dance video into multiple interactive segments and saving a trace of this decomposition. In the following two sections, we elaborate the design of MoveOn.

4.1 Decomposing into segments

MoveOn allows the user to create segments. A segment is an interactive object that is associated with a part of a video. During the creation of a segment, the user can define the starting point and the duration of the segment. When a segment is created, it can be ‘played’, i.e. play the associated video part. This is depicted in Figure 4. To create a segment, the user needs to long press on the video scroll-bar’s thumbs. This action makes a segment appears below the progress bar (see Figure 4.a). Then the user holds the long press and drags until the desired end point (see Figure 4.b). Once the user drops the progress bar, a segment is created below the video (see Figure 4.c).

Fig. 4. There are three steps to create a segment: (a) first the user performs a long press on the video progress bar, to start the creation of a new segment. (b) While holding down, the user drags horizontally to increase or decrease the size of the segment. (c) When the user stops pressing, a new segment is created in the segment history below the video. When the user touches the segment, the corresponding video fragment is played.

In study 1, we found that the learning techniques are not operating in isolation but rather are intertwined. We accounted for such inter-dependencies by enabling users to annotate, slow down or repeat the segment. Consequently, each segment allows the user to engage with the learning techniques of segmentation, repetition, observation, and imitation. In addition, we found in study 1 that repeated interactions with video interrupted the dancers in their practice. The segments allow...
the users to limit the number of interactions with the video by automatically performing actions they were performing manually such as repeating and slowing down.

Figure 5 depicts the visual aspect and the properties of a segment. For each segment, a user can define a number of repetitions, a speed and a text annotation. When the user touches a segment, the related part of the video is played the specified number of times at the defined speed. The visual representation of a segment embeds two properties: its starting point in the video (represented by its left margin) and its duration (represented by its length).

![Segment representation](image.png)

**Fig. 5.** A segment corresponds to a defined video part and embeds 3 properties: speed, number of repetitions and text annotation. Clicking on a segment will play the related video part the specified number of times at the defined speed.

### 4.2 Tracing the decomposition through segments history

Our second goal was to save a visual trace of the decomposition over time. The technology probe saves all the segments created by a user in a *segment history*. A segment history is a time-ordered stack of the different segments created by the user. A newly created segment is placed at the top of the *segment history*, so the first segment created is always at the bottom.

The creation of segments history retraces the dancers’ learning pathway and decomposition. It is meant to enable the dancers to design and reflect on their learning process, and for the researchers to analyze and understand the dancers’ decomposition strategies. The Figure 6 shows the entire interface of *MoveOn*.

### 4.3 Implementation

We created a web server in Node.js embedding a video media player. The web server allows for portability among several platforms: tablet for participants, and laptop for coding and debugging.

We recreated video controls from scratch to have total control over the features offered to the participants. We deliberately simplified the video’s functionalities in comparison to a regular media player to reduce the possible interactions. The application allows users to play, pause or scroll the video, and to create or delete segments.

We implemented a save and load function of the segment history to be able to save and analyze the segment history of each participant after the session. We implemented an action logger that saves a trace of different actions performed on the website. We log the navigation actions in the video, playing or pausing a segment, changing its speed, and the number of repetitions for each segment. We chose to log these to reconstruct the actions performed with the probe for our future studies.
Fig. 6. The interface of the probe displays a dance video, the timeline of the video and a segment history containing three segments (in blue). The segment history has to be read from bottom to top. Each segment contains a speed-ratio and a repetition-number. The length of a segment corresponds to its duration, and the left margin to its positioning on the video.

5 WORKSHOP 2: UNDERSTANDING THE DECOMPOSITION PROCESS

In this second workshop, we aim to understand how dancers decompose a dance phrase while learning it, through the use of MoveOn introduced previously. We then use the decomposition produced to give them the opportunity to reflect on their learning process.

5.1 Workshop structure

5.1.1 Participants. We recruited 6 experienced contemporary dancers (5 women, 1 man) with 6 to 30 years of experience. The participants were recruited from our contacts and were not compensated but were invited for lunch before the session. All the participants reported having previous experience learning dance from videos. Two of the six participants recruited also participated in the first study described in Section 3. Study 2 took place one month after study 1.

5.1.2 Setup. We ran the session in a local dance studio. The session lasted approximately two hours. All participants agreed to participate in the study and signed a consent form validated by an ethics committee. Each participant was given a tablet\(^6\) with MoveOn installed and running, presenting the user with the same video used in the first workshop (see Section 3). Two laptops\(^7\) were used as servers to host the websites.

5.1.3 Procedure. We welcomed the participants to the studio and presented the general objective of our workshop. We described the task that consisted of learning the video-recorded dance excerpt while using the technology probe. We distributed the tablets and explained to the participants how

\(^6\)iPad apple iOS 6 version 10.3.3, screen 9.7 2048 x 1536, 14G6

\(^7\)MacBook Pro-macOS High Sierra, 13 inches, SSD 256Go, processor 2,3 GHz Intel Core i5, RAM 16Go and MSI GS60-Windows 7, 15 inches, processor 2,6 GHz Intel Core i5, RAM 8Go
to start and stop the video, create segments, and interact with the created segments. We encouraged
them to create multiple segments, we did not give them instructions about when and why they
should create these segments. Once the technology was demonstrated, we gave the participants
45 minutes to learn the dance clip. We then asked each participant to perform what they learned
from the clip. Finally, we sat altogether and asked each participant to explain their segment history.
We engaged in a group discussion on the action of segmenting, the difficulty of the task and the
opportunities and problems perceived.

5.1.4 Data collection and analysis. We documented the sessions through video recordings and
photographs. We also logged all the segments created by the participants. The load function
implemented in the probe (but not exposed to the participants) allowed us to visualize the complete
segment histories, including deleted segments. This allowed qualitative comparison of the strategies
of each participant. Two researchers iteratively analyzed participants’ segments, segment histories,
videos and recordings using thematic analysis [26]. Thematic analysis procedure followed was the
same as that for Study 1. In the following section, we anonymize the data and refer to the dancers
as participants 1 to 6, denoted P1 – P6.

5.2 Results

5.2.1 The use of the technology and the tablet. All participants created a segment history that
included from 3 segments (P3) to 8 segments (P1, P2, P5, P6). P2 was the only one that created several
segments before dancing, while the other participants created segments when they needed them.
All participants at one point tried to hold the tablet in their hand and dance but they expressed that
with the tablet, they felt constrained and could only mark the movement. Furthermore, P2 expressed
that "it immobilized the arm holding the tablet". Instead, they alternated between interacting with
the tablet in their hands or placing it on the floor so they could play the segments and dance at
the same time, with or without looking at the screen.

5.2.2 Movement decomposition strategy. We identified two strategies when creating multiple
segments: regrouping and ungrouping. On the one hand, regrouping corresponds to the creation of
a new segment from multiple previously-created segments. P5 and P4 reported that they created
segments that encompass several smaller segments. For example, P4 stated "I wanted to make a third
one that includes the first two segments. To create a sequence, I created another one that included both".
On the other hand, ungrouping correspond to exposing smaller chunks within a larger sequence.
For instance, P6 started by creating a large segment and then dividing it into multiple smaller
chunks: "I just make and forget the rest. Inside, if I perceived a strategic point, I would put back a little
segment".

Regrouping and ungrouping strategies shed light on the ways in which the participants chose
to handle segment transitions. The participants overlapped each segment with adjacent ones and
repeated the transitions between each segment every time. P5 raised the possibility that the probe
could be pro-active in handling segment transitions: "When you create a segment, it would be nice if
it were directly at the end of the next one". Additionally, P4 raised a concern about a problem that
could arrive from creating independent segments: "Between two dance sequences, there was some
information I missed. Because it was neither in the end of one [segment] nor the beginning of the other".

5.2.3 Foci behind segment creation. Participants created segments according to various needs
including when dance content was especially difficult or based on their personal interest surrounding
a section of video content. P4 used segments to repeat part of the video and slowed it down in
order to unravel the movement: "[Slow motion] helped me a lot looking at the details". P4 stated that
the more rotation or speeds there were, the more she repeated or slowed down the movement. For
P1, segmenting helped her figure out the "starting point of the movement" in order to reproduce the difficult movement.

We also identified various movement foci that drove the movement segmentation. Movements were segmented based on changes in characteristics such as space or the starting point of the movement were used by participants to make decisions on their selection. For example, P5 segmented the phrase according to the spatial orientation: "The first sentence was because we were in front, I cut like this for the orientations".

5.2.4 Transmission and reuse. Collaborative discussion made participants suggest the potential of the technology to be used in movement transmission and pedagogy. P4 stated that segment histories are a way to "see the different approaches of people's segmentation". P4 would also like to see different annotation approaches: "It would be interesting to suggest some possibilities. Different ways, different annotation schemes". P6 suggested that beyond a personal context, MoveOn could be used for transmission: "Beyond memorization, I find it interesting for transmission. When I give a lesson, I film myself and I have to transmit it. It helps me get ready. How I am going to transmit it." She emphasized the potential of reusing one's composition: "when it's my movement, it is interesting to be able to say to the others, 'I'd like you to try to learn it this way, with this sequence'". Additionally, P6 mentioned the probe's ability to share people's foci in dance: "We also have the concept of the person, on what he or she focuses on. That means what was important for him or her".

6 WORKSHOP 3: EXPLORING DANCER-GENERATED VS TEACHER-GENERATED DECOMPOSITION

In the previous workshop, we examined how dancers decompose a dance phrase from a video recording in order to learn it. We observed a variety of strategies used by dancers to decompose and recompose the movement. In workshop 3, we wanted to go further and explore the difference between the two typical pedagogical cases: self-scheduled learning by the dancer and learning from a schedule provided by a teacher.

6.1 Workshop structure

6.1.1 Design. The workshop is a qualitative inquiry of the impact of two decomposition strategies on learning a dance phrase from a video recording. First, we consider the teacher decomposition case where dance students learn a dance phrase using a movement decomposition previously created on the tool by a teacher. Second, we consider the dancer decomposition case in which dance students learn a dance phrase using their own self-created decomposition on the tool. The study followed a within-subjects design in which each participant experienced both cases of having to decompose the movement or to follow a pre-defined decomposition from a teacher.

6.1.2 Participants: dancers and teacher. The dance teacher that we collaborated with is a contemporary dance teacher from our university, with 40 years of teaching and dance experience. She teaches a contemporary dance class every week for 4 hours with 6 students. These 6 students are the 6 participants in our study. On average, the participants are dancing 4h per week and practiced contemporary dance for 6 years. There are 5 female dancers and 1 male dancer, with an age range from 22 to 42 years old. None of the participants were involved in previous studies.

6.1.3 Videos and teacher decomposition. Before the study, we asked the teacher to choose two video clips of contemporary dance. We explicitly asked the teacher to choose two dance excerpts that her students had never seen before with equivalent levels of difficulty. The teacher chose two dance videos from the EAT (a national dance exam) that she clipped to be of equivalent length. The videos last 43 and 47 seconds respectively. Both videos are snippets of contemporary dance solos
performed by professional dancers. These two videos vary in difficulty with relation to variations in movement just as variations in space, rotation, change of balance, falling and weights shifts. The links to the two original videos are reported in footnotes.\footnote{Video 1: https://www.numeridanse.tv/videotheque-danse/epreuves-de-danse-2015-danse-contemporaine-variation-11-fille Video 2: https://www.numeridanse.tv/videotheque-danse/epreuves-de-danse-2015-danse-contemporaine-variation-14-fille-1ere-option}

For each video, the teacher created a decomposition of the dance phrase with the probe. We asked the teacher to: ”decompose the video as you would teach it to your student. You can annotate segments, change the number of repetition and the speed. Remember that your student will have to strictly follow your decomposition to learn the dance phrase”. We did not limit the time taken by the teacher to create these decompositions; she was free to explore and converge towards the most relevant decomposition pedagogically. She took approximately 4 hours to create the two decompositions (2 hours each).

\subsection*{6.1.4 Setup and procedure.} We ran the session in a dance studio. The session lasted approximately two hours and half. Each participant was given an iPad tablet\footnote{iPad apple iOS 6 version 10.3.3, screen 9.7 2048 x 1536, 14G6} on which the tool was running on a web browser. Two laptops\footnote{MacBook Pro-macOS High Sierra, 13 inches, SSD 256Go, processor 2,3 GHz Intel Core i5, RAM 16Go and MSI GS60-Windows 7, 15 inches, processor 2,6 GHZ Intel Core i5, RAM 8Go} were brought in the dance studio and used as servers to host a local version of the website handling the video and logging.

Before the beginning of the workshop, all participants agreed to participate in the study and signed a consent form validated by an ethics committee. The participants were not compensated for their participation.

The dancers started by warming up for approximately 30 minutes, under the supervision of the teacher. Then we distributed the tablets and explained to the participants the use of the tool: how to start and stop the video, how to create a segment and how to interact with segments (i.e. clicking on the segment to play it, changing the number of repetitions, its playback speed and adding a label).

In the first activity, we asked the participants to learn a dance phrase from the video 1 using MoveOn on the tablet. We split the 6 dancers in 2 groups of 3 in a random manner. The first group had to learn the dance phrase from video 1 using their own decomposition on the probe. We encouraged them to create multiple segments, however we did not give them instructions about when or why to create a segment. The second group had to learn the same dance phrase using the decomposition made by the teacher and displayed on the probe. For this group, the instructions were: ”Your goal is to learn the dance phrase on the video using the segmentation presented to you. You will start with the first segment (the one at the bottom) and play them one by one. You must let the segment play the number of times specified. When you finished following a segment, you can either continue to play it again or move on to the next segment.”

Both groups had 30 minutes to accomplish this task. Afterward, we asked each participant to perform what they learned. We took a 10 minutes break to save each segment history and prepare the second activity.

In the second activity, we reversed the role. The first group followed the decomposition created by the teacher for the second video while the second group was instructed to learn the dance phrase from video 2 using by creating their own decomposition.

After 30 minutes, we also asked each participant to dance what they learned from the second video. After each performance, we distributed the same Likert scale questionnaire to the participants in order to evaluate their felt experience. This questionnaire inquired their satisfaction during the activity, their level of confidence in the acquisition of the phrase, their satisfaction over their
performance, the usefulness of the features (repeat, decompose, slowdown, annotate) and the helpfulness of the tool to analyze and understand the phrase and the practice.

Finally, in a group discussion, we asked each participant to reflect on and explain their segments history and we engaged in a dialogue on the differences between following an imposed decomposition versus creating their own, the difficulty of the task and the opportunities and problems perceived.

After the workshop, we conducted an interview with the teacher where we asked her to explain segment by segment the two decompositions that she created. Moreover, we asked her to evaluate the skills of the participants and to review their performances based on the captured videos of the session. She watched each performance and gave them a score from 1 to 10.

6.1.5 Data collection and analysis. We documented the session through video recordings and photographs. We saved all the segment histories and logged all the actions performed by the participants (play, pause, navigating in the video with the progress bar, creating or modifying segments). Each participant’s segment history was linked to their explanation. It was also linked to the teacher’s rating of their skills and her scores of their performances. We evaluated the felt experience of the dancers through the Likert scale questionnaire and the statements made during the debriefing. We analyzed the round table, discussion and debriefing using thematic analysis [26]. The procedure followed for the thematic analysis was the same as in workshop 1. In the following, we will refer to the dancers as participants 1 to 6, denoted P1 – P6.

6.2 Results

6.2.1 Corroborating study 2. In both teacher and dancers decompositions, we found the same two strategies highlighted in Workshop 2 (see Section 5). More precisely, dancers and teacher decompose the movement by creating 2 to 3 shorter segments (that we called the ungroup strategy) and then re-assemble these segments into longer phrases (regroup strategy).

On managing the transition between neighbouring movements, we found that in both dancers or teacher decompositions, a newly created segment is almost always overlapping with the previously one created. In the two teacher decompositions, respectively 92% and 95% of the segments are overlapping with the previous neighbor. In dancers’ decomposition, 4 dancers out of 5 generated more than 80% of overlapping segments, examples of overlapping segment are depicted in the Figure 8 and Figure 9, that represent respectively P1 and P2’s decompositions.

The only exception is P3’s decomposition where we can distinctly cluster four sets of segment that do not overlap. It seems that P3 worked on four distinct parts of the movement, without focusing on transitions. Interestingly, P3 did not succeed in performing the dance when using their personal decomposition, and this could be partly due to the fact that she did not include transitions in her decomposition.

6.2.2 Eliciting drives in movement decompositions between those created for learning and those created for transmission. Movement decomposition varies between dancers and teacher. Dancers created movement decomposition with the aim to learn the dance phrase in a limited amount of time. The teacher created movement decomposition with the aim to transmit the dance phrase to the student in the best possible way.

Regarding dancer decomposition, we confirmed certain foci used by the dancers and highlighted in the previous workshop. Foci that drive dancers’ decompositions are mostly space and spatial orientation, completed with personal and idiosyncratic ones. All the dancers started decomposing from the beginning of the video, in a chronological order. Most of the participants (4/5) segmented the video in part according to the orientation of the movement in the scene (P2, P3, P4, P5). P2 segmented in that way in order to: “visualize and to know where I’m going in space. Once I know
the direction, I can work on details". P5 also explained segmenting according to the dancer’s static and dynamic movements. Interestingly, P1 chose to segment regardless of specific foci and created segments of equal duration (around 5 seconds). P1 explained that when he was facing a difficulty in the segmented part, he created a segment to zoom in on a difficult part. Indeed, creating segments to focus on a difficult part have been reported by more than half of the participant (3/5).

Regarding the teacher decomposition, we observed that they are far more elaborated than those of the dancers. She created 25 segments for the first video and 19 segments for the second video and spent 2 hours per decomposition. The teacher’s decomposition of the first video is shown in Figure 7. She created four types of segments, with different foci and goals that are as follows:

- **Observational segments**: observe the dance phrase and dance along with the video. These segments are characterized by a normal speed and one or two repetitions;
- **Technical segments**: specify technical information such as counting the steps or notify which leg starts;
- **Spatial segments**: cut the movement into space and orientation; and,
- **Detail segments**: detail specific difficult parts of the phrase. These segments are characterized by a short duration, a low speed and a high number of repetition.
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**Fig. 7.** The dancer teacher decomposed the first video into 25 segments overlapping segments. We detected the same strategies of regrouping and ungrouping segments in her decomposition.

6.2.3 Assessing dance performance after personal and imposed decomposition. To compare the learning using the teacher decomposition versus the dancer decomposition, we first report on the
scores provided by the teacher (after the workshop) on the dancers’ expertise and the assessment of each of their individual performance.

According to the teacher, P2 is the most expert dancer and P3 is the least experienced dancer and never learned from a video before. P1, P4 and P5 are intermediate dancers. However, P4 explained facing difficulties when learning from a video: "for me, learning from a video is very complicated because the right and the left are reversed. (P4)". Using the teacher’s decomposition, the two least expert dancers managed to perform and improve their learning of the dance. The teacher stated that P4’s performance was “far more precise” and cleaner when she followed the teacher’s decomposition. On the other hand, the most expert dancer (P2), performed the two dances exactly in both conditions but her learning was considered best when using her own decomposition. For the two intermediate dancers (P1 and P5), the teacher evaluated their two performances at the same level (with the teacher’s decomposition P1 presented a slightly lower performance while P5 a slightly better performance).

6.2.4 Assessing dancers experience of personal and imposed decomposition. In terms of experience, the analysis of the Likert scales showed that all of the participants preferred their own decomposition...
The decomposition of P2, the most expert dancer of the session, contains 5 overlapping segments with a low speed rate (between x0.1 and x0.2). Compared to the teacher’s decomposition, the dancers found that their own decomposition helped them learn the dance phrase. When asked to rate the features of the interface with respect to the task, they stated that the lowering speed and repetition functions were useful for learning. Only P3, the most novice dancer, stated that the teacher’s decomposition suited her because it was "segmented with a lot of detail for the same sequence" (P3). This is consistent with the fact that P3 performed better with the teacher’s decomposition.

We identified two problems related to the teacher’s decomposition that may have an impact on the dancers experience: the lack of choice and a confusion over the different segments. Most of the participant (4/5) expressed frustration when following the teacher’s decomposition segment by segment. According to P2, that feeling was emphasized when starting the session with the system in autonomy and then getting constrained in the second activity. This lack of choice was particularly felt when the intention of dancers conflicted with that of the teacher. P2 argue that the logic of the decomposition was different and P5 and P1 stated that they got interrupted in their observation because the focus of the teacher was not the same than theirs: "and it cuts me right in the middle of what I was looking" (P5). Moreover, most of the participants (4/5) did not understand the intentions behind the teacher’s decomposition. Although the teacher annotated all the segments, P1 argued that he did not understand what he was supposed to look at.

7 DISCUSSION
In this paper, we first show how dancers, when asked to learn from a video, structure their learning strategies by decomposing movements. From these first observations, we design a web-based tool that lets dancers decompose video into short, repeatable clips to support their learning. Using this tool, we probed for changes in focus, decomposition and recomposition strategies adopted by dancers when learning a dance phrase or by a teacher willing to transmit a dance phrase. We found consistent strategies in movement decomposition but with different foci of attention depending on the dancer’s difficulties or the teacher’s pedagogical intentions. Our results suggest that teacher-imposed decomposition is more effective for introductory dance students, whereas
personal decomposition is more suitable for expert dancers. Here, we discuss these findings, propose implications for designing technology to support analysis, learning and teaching of dance through movement decomposition. Finally, we discuss the impact of the context, as a social factor, on our results.

7.1 Movement decomposition using MoveOn as a lense

The strength of the methodology used, based on technology probes [28] and first-person perspective design [27], is to inspire us to reify users’ actions into interaction techniques. The process of reification is defined as "the process by which concepts are turned into objects [3, 4]. In the context of this work, the concept of reification allowed us to transform dancers’ learning techniques (e.g. repetition, segmentation, movement foci among others) into concrete interactive objects. To be more precise, in MoveOn, a segment of video reifies the concept of segmenting and repeating a chunk of the dance choreography at a certain speed, several times. Through reification, we give the user more agency via the possibility of manipulating concrete visible tools that embody their practice. This also allows us to reveal and visually render the user’s habitual methods. By making it interactive, we open opportunities for new methods and know-hows to emerge.

The use of the tool by the dancers made decomposition strategies apparent. In other words, the segment history made the learning schemes adopted by each dancer more tangible. Interestingly, the resulting segment histories elicited distinguishable patterns. There seems to be consistency in the way dancers decompose a dance phrase in relation to where the segments are placed, in which order as well as how segments are combined or divided. While the amount of data collected in the second and third workshops is too limited to further analyze those patterns, the fact that a tendency can already be observed with a limited number of dancers is promising. Further research would benefit from a larger sample of dancers by deploying the system more widely. This would certainly bring new insights on movement decomposition, beyond strategies found in this paper and consequently advance the knowledge in more theoretical aspects of motor learning such as chunking, which is the decomposition of sequences of movements into strongly associated sub-segments [15, 24].

7.2 MoveOn as a technology probe between movement learning and transmission

On the one hand, designing learning schemes is a fundamental problem in the field of motor skill acquisition. Several works have addressed this problem by looking at the ways to schedule tasks and their variations during practice [37]. This strategy has been tested in various cases such as implicit learning [44], sport practice [42], or music [8], with varying results according to the field of application. The proposed tool may provide new perspectives on analyzing learning schedules and extracting prototypical learning schemes. Although this is not explored in this work, we believe that such feature would be important to highlight in future work.

On the other hand, designing learning schemes is also a fundamental problem in pedagogy. The proposed tool has the potential to serve as a medium between the teacher and dancers for instance in distributed or remote learning. From our results, we suggest that while less experienced dancers performed better in the imposed decomposition, they still prefer learning with their decomposition. This result support previous findings that learning practices leading to better performance are not necessarily preferred by learners [10, 31]. Therefore, there seems to be a compromise to reach, between the condition in which they perform best and the one they prefer. One approach could be the combination of both modes: a curated movement decomposition that can be easily customizable by the learner. Currently we are not fully aware of all the phenomena that impact the felt experience and the level of success of a task [6] but we highlighted significant starting points to explore this question.
For intermediate or expert dancers, however, following the teacher decomposition seems ineffective. Our interpretation is that, through extensive practice, advanced dancers create functioning learning patterns that they can reuse across tasks [19]. Yet, their own decomposition still helps them to visualize and reflect on their learning process. Reusing their own decomposition opens numerous questions such as how can we effectively reuse or share similar patterns across dancers or videos?

7.3 Social and collaborative nature of the dance studio

Dance studio is a complex social environment involving explicit and implicit interactions between dancers, dancer-teacher and dancer-technology. This environment makes it hard to understand the impact of the group on the use of MoveOn and its impact on dancers’ practice. Nonetheless, we observed social and collaborative aspects of learning that contribute to HCI and CSCW in particular.

7.3.1 Group discussions. During the group discussion of the second workshop we showed that one aspect that has been commented by dancers is the extent to which movement decomposition and segment history could be shared across them, or could be used as a transmission tool. This drove the design of the follow-up workshop where dancers were learning through their own decomposition or the teacher’s decomposition. Results were mitigated. As reported, imposed decomposition may help novices but less experts. At a social level, previous works showed that, in a computer-mediated learning context, teachers play an important role in facilitating technology adoption by the students [16, 40]. In our context, facilitation seems to be facing strong individual-specific drives, such as the criteria used to decide when the movement segments start or stop. In response to the dancers’ group discussion in workshop two, this challenges the shareability of segment history in the context of learning. More research is thus needed to better understand the trade-off between sharing learning schedules and supporting the idiosyncratic nature of motor skill learning.

7.3.2 Social context. The paper has reported on a series of three workshops that took place at different moments with different groups of dancers. An important contextual factor has been the difference between groups from workshops 1, 2 and workshop 3. In workshops 1 and 2, the participants were all intermediate or expert dancers with experience in learning dance choreography from video. They were recruited among our contacts, and were highly motivated to participate to the study. In workshop 3, the study took place in a dance class, with heterogeneous expertise among participants: two dancers were novices without prior experience on learning from dance video, and one participant was a professional dancer with an extensive experience of learning from video. During this workshop, we observed unexpected reactions triggered by the task. Mainly, a dancer abandoned the workshop before the end of the task.

This led us to question and challenge our methodological approach. Our original approach in this work was to consider a first-person perspective as a tool to generate design ideas. This approach brought insightful knowledge on learning strategies and techniques used by dancers during practice (as reported in the three workshops). However, it also pushes dancers to learn the dance movement on their own, using a tactile device. Dancers during workshop 2 were accommodating to the task, which we believe is due to their original interest in being part of these experiments. Dancers during workshop 3 were more resistant to the approach. For example, the dancer who was not able to finish the task further explained that the task reminded her of traumas encountered in childhood dance classes, where she had trouble to learn dance phrases. This highlights a conflict between the embodied and social nature of dance learning (in a studio) and the isolated nature of the technology supporting learning, as it has been designed. Therefore, while learning is an idiosyncratic process,
taking into consideration group social dynamics, context, histories, and embodied practices are critical to support learning through technology.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented three workshops that investigated how dancers describe the process of learning new movements from a video, adopting a first-person perspective to drive the design of a technology probe called MoveOn, that is assessed in a grounded valid context.

In a first study, we reported on how dancers document their practice using a framework from our previous research. Based on these insights, we designed MoveOn, a technology probe that allows dancers to reify subsets of the video into interactive segments and segments histories. We assessed this system in a second workshop with dancers learning a dance phrase from a video and in a third workshop, comparing how dancers learn from their own decomposition versus from that of their teacher using our probe. From the history tracing dancers’ practice, we discovered strategies that dancers followed to create segments, manage transitions, and shift from movement details to higher level choreographic themes. We also suggested that following the decomposition of a teacher can offer benefits to novice dancers.

Therefore, our results contribute to understanding how dancers approached the problem of learning movements, more specifically how they decompose and recompose dance segments as they learn and how transferable a decomposition is from a teacher to a student. Furthermore our results highlight how the social context consisting of a group of dancers in a dance studio can facilitate dancers’ reflection on their practice but can also raise tensions within the group. In this way, our work provides insights for future research in the design of technology to support the learning of complex corporal activities.
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